The findings of two studies evaluating the performance of rapid antigen tests in identifying SARS-CoV-2 Delta and Omicron strains during the Covid waves in South Africa, are featured on page 1.

On page 2 we highlight the article “Infectious diseases and the Sustainable Development Goals: progress, challenges and future directions” published in the journal Nature Reviews Microbiology; and the high-level report published by the Royal Society on the effectiveness of NPIs globally, during the Covid-19 pandemic.

We report on the visit by Mayor Chris Pappas of the uMngeni Local Municipality & the Institute of Human Virology - Nigeria’s (IHVN) Fellows who participated in clinical trials training at CAPRISA research clinics, on page 3.

On page 4 the visit of the Treatment Action Campaign Chairperson, Ms Sibongile Tshabalala; and an educational outreach programme aimed at empowering learners in health education, is featured.

Two field studies evaluating the performance of rapid antigen tests in identifying SARS-CoV-2 Delta and Omicron strains have shown robust outcomes providing data on the accuracy of detection, which hopefully will continue for future coronavirus variants.

The study by Samsunder et al. published in the Journal of Clinical Virology evaluated the performance of two widely used rapid antigen tests to identify Omicron sub-lineages BA.4 and BA.5, on samples collected from 540 study participants from KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. Results showed a sensitivity of >90% in the detection of infections with Omicron BA.4/BA.5 sub-lineage.

The overall sensitivities of the AllTest SARS-CoV-2 Ag test and Standard Q COVID-19 Ag test were 73.38% (95% CI 65.89–79.73) and 74.03% (95% CI 66.58–80.31) and their specificities were 97.41% (95% CI 95.30–98.59) and 99.22% (95% CI 97.74–99.74), respectively.

Additionally a study published recently in the Diagnostic and Prognostic Research journal by Samsunder et al. evaluated four rapid antigen tests for identification of SARS-CoV-2 infections during the Delta wave in South Africa.

The overall sensitivity for all four tests on 1033 samples ranged between 60 and 72% with excellent specificity (> 98%). Sensitivity increased to > 80% in all tests in samples with cycle number value < 20.

They concluded that the performance of the evaluated rapid antigen tests targeting SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid protein were not affected by the emergence of new SARS-CoV-2 variants. Rapid antigen tests continue to play an important role in the control of Covid-19 pandemic.

For further reading see:

Figure: Sensitivity of the AllTest SARS-CoV-2 Rapid Ag and the Standard Q COVID-19 Ag tests
Infectious diseases influence progress towards the UN SDGs

‘Infectious diseases, more than any other health condition, have highlighted mutual interdependence in society’ – Quarraisha and Salim Abdool Karim

The commentary titled “Infectious diseases and the Sustainable Development Goals: progress, challenges and future directions” published in the journal *Nature Reviews Microbiology* calls for ‘enhanced global collaboration and partnerships in training, surveillance, research and innovation’ to accelerate and realise the UN Sustainable Development Goal 3 (SDG3) - to “ensure healthy lives and promoting well-being for all at all ages”.

Leading clinical epidemiologists and authors Professors Quarraisha and Salim Abdool Karim highlight the severe impact of infectious diseases, pandemics, global inequity, anti-microbial resistance, vaccine-induced immunity and re-merging pandemics on realising SDG3. The Covid-19 pandemic had a severe impact on global health outcomes and reversed the gains made in controlling HIV, TB and malaria. The re-emergence of old infectious diseases and the severe consequences of climate change on human health underscores the reality of potential future pandemics and is an impediment to SDG3, say the authors.

‘Global threats require global solutions that build on international research networks and partnerships to accelerate innovation and to promote equitable access to health interventions and resources.’

Read more here: [https://doi.org/10.1038/s41579-023-00954-7](https://doi.org/10.1038/s41579-023-00954-7)

Royal Society report examines the effectiveness of non-pharmaceutical interventions during Covid-19 pandemic


The review by an expert team of scientists convened by the Royal Society provides evidence that the implementation of a combination of measures, such as face masks, lockdowns and international border controls, reduced COVID-19 infections and are effective with early implementation in the pandemic.

Six evidence reviews analysed thousands of studies to assess the effectiveness of NPIs - masks, social distancing and lockdowns, test trace and isolate systems, border controls, environmental controls and communications in curbing the spread of the virus.

The findings of the consolidated analysis show stronger protection from infection with the early application of a combination of NPIs. Professor Salim Abdool Karim, a member of the working group on the report said “The lessons of SARS-CoV-2 must feature in our thinking as we prepare for a next pandemic that could be a respiratory virus of which we have no prior exposure and so we do not have pre-existing immunity. The lessons of this report are going to feature strongly in anyone’s deliberations on what actions to take in responding to the next pandemic,” he said.

Click here to read the report: [https://bit.ly/3sDdxEw](https://bit.ly/3sDdxEw)
IHVN colleagues visit CAPRISA for training in clinical trials quality processes

CAPRISA hosted fellows, Ms Blessing Uche and Mr Peter Ekele from the Institute of Human Virology, Nigeria (IHVN), who underwent a four-week training program at CAPRISA research clinics in quality control and quality assurance processes in clinical trials.

The two-week training focused on Women’s Health, under the guidance of Professor Daya Moodley, uMlazi Site Director, and the Quality Control Team. This initial phase provided them with invaluable insights into the quality control and quality assurance processes from the first point of contact with the participant (Informed consent process) to the last point of contact with participant (end of study visit). They were also shown the laboratory quality control process as well as the regulatory file review. They received guidance on how to design an effective method to ensure a comprehensive quality control process.

Under the guidance of Dr Leila Mansoor, Senior Scientist, and the Quality Assurance Team at the CAPRISA eThekwini Research clinic this phase delved deep into the pivotal role of quality assurance in the clinical trial process, affording the trainees the unique opportunity to be exposed to the processes and tools that are designed to ensure the highest possible level of data quality to meet the requirements of Good Clinical Practice (GCP).

Mayor & scientist gain insight into clinical research

During his visit to CAPRISA’s Vulindlela Research clinic His Worship the Mayor of uMngeni Local Municipality, Mr Christopher Pappas toured the facilities and held discussions with Dr Disebo Potloane Site Director (photo left), Mr Patrick Mdletshe Head of Community Programme and research clinicians. According to the uMngeni Municipality Mayor Pappas was “impressed” and congratulated CAPRISA on “their unrelenting efforts to fight the scourge of HIV and AIDS”. The Municipality undertook to partner with relevant stakeholders to enhance the Municipality’s role in the fight against HIV. Mdletshe said Mayor Pappas’s visit marked a significant milestone for CAPRISA and the uMngeni Local Municipality in addressing HIV & TB prevention and treatment strategies in the community.

Dr Annie Elong-Ngono (third from the left), a scientist of the GVN Rising Stars Mentorship Program 2023 and mentee of Professor Salim Abdool Karim presented her research on Flavivirus epidemiology and host immune response and held discussions with scientists during her visit.
TAC leadership engage in discussions to address the HIV epidemic

Ms Sibongile Tshabalala, Chair of the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) accompanied by Mr Anele Yawa, TAC General Secretary engaged in discussions with CAPRISA’s leadership during their visit on 25 July. Prof Quarraisha Abdool Karim, CAPRISA’s Associate Scientific Director and Mr Patrick Mdletshe, Head of Community Programme hosted the officials and discussed the status of the HIV epidemic in South Africa and strategies to strengthen HIV prevention measures in vulnerable populations, particularly in young women and adolescent girls.

Tshabalala said discussions highlighted the importance of collaboration between researchers and communities. “Our visit to CAPRISA fostered mutual understanding of the challenges facing us in HIV prevention and how we can work as a collective with researchers to address this growing concern.”

Educational Outreach Program for learners addresses HIV/AIDS and teenage pregnancy

Mr Patrick Mdletshe, head of CAPRISA’s Community Programme addressed learners at the Reunion Secondary School in Isipingo, Durban and Mpande High School in Vulindlela, Howick on HIV prevention, TB and sexual and reproductive health aimed at addressing the rising HIV/AIDS infection and teenage pregnancy rates among young girls. Accompanied by CAPRISA Community programme officers, fellows, and interns Mdletshe said, ‘CAPRISA’s commitment to empowering learners with knowledge emphasizes the importance of partnerships between research and educational institutions. CAPRISA’s visit represents an investment in health education by providing accurate information and tools for informed decision-making among youth, contributing to a healthier society.’

Sma Mzobe receives a Recognition Award

Ms Sma Mzobe, CAPRISA’s Human Resources Training Coordinator (in the photo) was awarded the CAPRISA Recognition Award for her exceptional contributions to the Health Professions Council of South Africa’s (HPCSA) evaluation of CAPRISA as a certified training institution of the Master of Psychology fellows, which is accredited by the (HPCSA). “You demonstrated excellence, efficiency, and contributed to an exceptional initial review received from the auditors”, said Professor Quarraisha Abdool Karim, Associate Scientific Director at the presentation.
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